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Soriano-Barabino, Guadalupe (2016): 
Comparative Law for Legal Translators. Bern: 
Peter Lang, 206 p.

Law is essentially and inseparably interwoven with 
language. In turn, law and language are both cul-
tural phenomena that can be conceived only if their 
contexts are taken into account. There are virtually 
no contemporary legal philosophers who would 
not hold both of these assumptions as having a 
sound basis. However, for comparative law as a field 
of study, the role of language is an eternal obstacle 
and a challenge. In fact, legal translation has always 
been regarded as one of the essential questions of 
comparative law (Pozzo 2012). Likewise, translat-
ing legal texts has always been a somewhat specific 
ordeal for translators. Soriano-Barabino’s book 
attempts to clarify and discuss the key questions 
related to legal translating and especially the role 
of comparative law for legal translators.

This book is not a study of legal translation, 
but rather introduces comparative law’s theories 
and basic questions for translators of legal docu-
ments. In practice, most of the book deals with 
comparative law but in such a manner that is 
intended to be especially useful for legal transla-
tors, translators-to-be, and translator trainers. 
Accordingly, comparative lawyers and comparative 
legal scholars are less likely to find the comparative 
law discussion in this book particularly useful, 
but, then again, that is not what the book aims for. 

The volume is divided into four main parts. 
The first part seeks to place comparative law and 
legal translation into perspective by first defining 
comparative law’s development, nature, object of 
study and methodology (chapter 1); and second, 
by offering a brief overview of the main legal 
families of the world (Chapter 2). The second part 
(Chapters  3-6) deals with the civil law tradition 
by introducing the legal systems of Italy (chapter 
written by Angela Carpi), France, Spain, and Ger-
many (chapter written by Rafael Adolfo Zambrana 
Kuhn). The basic structure of discussion for each of 
these legal systems is similar: historical evolution, 
the organization of law (distinction between public 
and private law), the court system, and the legal 
profession. The underlying idea for the second part 
is not to provide full accounts, but rather, to make 
it possible for a translator to “be able to grasp the 
main features of these legal systems and have the 
necessary competence to do research and find the 
information needed to correctly understand source 
texts.” (p. 35)

The third part examines the common law tra-
dition covering England and Wales (Chapter 7), the 
United States (Chapter 8), and Ireland (Chapter 9). 
As already pointed out above, the aim is not to 
provide full accounts of these legal systems but to 

introduce such main aspects as may be particularly 
useful for translators. The structure for presenting 
these common law systems is basically similar to 
the one used while discussing the civil law systems 
in the previous part. Yet, the history of the English 
law is left out because it is already shortly explained 
in chapter 2 when the development and origins of 
the common law system are elucidated. Chapter 7 
does not take into account the possible ramifica-
tions of the United Kingdom’s separation from the 
European Union but it does contain an explanatory 
footnote (p. 101) informing the reader about the 
looming separation and its possible effects.

Although the individual chapters about 
legal systems are very brief, they manage to offer 
surprisingly decent overviews. Moreover, these 
chapters contain an unexpected amount of useful 
native legal terminology. Especially the tables of 
court systems (jurisdiction, structure and levels of 
courts) with English translations seem quite useful 
both for translators and comparative lawyers.

The fourth and final part assumes a more 
practical approach by trying to merge legal transla-
tion and comparative law. Chapter 10 first discusses 
the training of legal translators by outlining the 
translation competence in legal translation, after 
which it deals with the age old question of should 
we train lawyer-linguists or legal translators. It is 
here that this book actually chooses to take a stand 
and not to limit itself to the confines of a traditional 
textbook. First, it is explained why professional 
translators should ideally be experts in translation 
and in legal matters, both in the source and target 
legal systems they work with. Second, because 
knowing several legal systems is an exceptionally 
tall order for anyone, the author continues by 
stating that one does not really need to “pursue two 
university degrees as lawyers and translators, and 
it would be more realistic to offer interdisciplinary 
legal translator training programmes into which 
law and translation courses are integrated.” (p. 153)

Importantly, it is not suggested that transla-
tors ought to study national legal systems as such 
but, rather, that in the training of legal translators 
one should rely on comparative law instead. This is 
a valuable point because it is often suggested that 
translators ought to be lawyers, yet the obvious 
problem with this approach is, as this book makes 
clear, that it epistemologically binds the translator 
into one system. This is counterproductive if the 
aim is to transfer legal knowledge from one system 
to another. Such an argument is plausible because 
legal translators do not only translate words but 
they are obliged to take into account culture-
specific factors too (McAuliffe 2014).

The final chapter (11) considers how compara-
tive law may be a useful instrument in the practice 
of translating legal texts. This chapter describes 
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and offers examples of certain strategies and tech-
niques considered essential for the translation of 
legal texts. 

For example, coincident with the search for 
equivalents, such techniques as transcription, bor-
rowing, and adaptation are mentioned. The final 
part also puts forward a small battery of exercises 
aimed at raising awareness concerning different 
textual conventions in different legal systems.

Comparative Law for Legal Translators fulfils 
its claim – that is, it offers an introduction to 
comparative law for translators of legal documents. 
Its main argument seems to be to underline the 
importance of comparative law knowledge and 
skills for legal translation and for training of legal 
translators. There are scant comparative law texts 
by translators. This book seems to fill a gap in the 
literature. Accordingly, it makes a contribution 
to the field of legal translation, although its take 
on comparative law is a bit narrow and seems to 
rely on somewhat outdated literature. Much of 
the discussion and debate of this century has not 
found its way into this book. On the other hand, 
because the main focus is to offer an introduction 
to legal translators this scholarly narrowness is 
not really a problem for this volume. Yet this book 
could have said something about the significance of 

the transnationalisation of law for legal translation 
because these new developments raise challenges 
for both comparative law and legal translation 
(Kjær 2014).

To conclude, the book serves well as a basic 
textbook in training of legal translators. It is also 
of interest for comparative lawyers because it offers 
the “other side” of how to deal with foreign legal 
documents. In other words, this volume points 
out details and discusses translation strategies and 
techniques that may be overlooked by comparative 
lawyers.

Jaakko Husa 
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
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